
The GGM Construction does NOT yieldCorrelation Intractable Function EnsemblesOded Goldreich�Department of Computer ScienceWeizmann Institute of ScienceRehovot, Israel.oded@wisdom.weizmann.ac.ilJuly 31, 2002AbstractWe consider the function ensembles emerging from the construction of Goldreich, Goldwasserand Micali (GGM), when applied to an arbitrary pseudoramdon generator. We show that, ingeneral, such functions fail to yield correlation intractable ensembles. Speci�cally, it may happenthat, given a description of such a function, one can easily �nd an input that is mapped to zerounder this function.Introduction and Statement of Our ResultWe consider a special case of the notion of a correlation intractable function ensemble, which wasintroduced by Canetti, Goldreich and Halevi [CGH98]. Speci�cally, for any ` : N! N, we considerfunction ensembles of the formF def= ffs : f0; 1g`(jsj) ! f0; 1g`(jsj)gs2f0;1g� (1)Loosely speaking, F is correlation intractable with respect to a binary relation R � [kf0; 1g`(k) �f0; 1g`(k) if every feasible adversary, given a uniformly distributed s 2 f0; 1gk , fails to �nd anx 2 f0; 1g`(jsj) such that (x; fs(x)) 2 R, except with negligible probability.Canetti et. al. [CGH98] showed that, unless ` is decreasing, no function ensemble may becorrelation intractable w.r.t every adequate relation (for which a random function is correlationintractable). For example, ffsg is not correlation intractable w.r.t the \diagonalization" relationD = f(x; fx0(x)) : x 2 f0; 1g�g, where x0 is a pre�x (of adequate length) of x (i.e., jxj = `(jx0j) �jx0j).Thus, we focus on function ensembles with monotonically decreasing ` : N! N (and recall thatfor `(k) < k=2 no negative results are known). Furthermore, we will focus on the special case of\constant" relations; that is, relations of the form R = f(x; y) : x2 f0; 1g� ^ y 2S\f0; 1gjxjg, forsome (sparse) set S � f0; 1g�. We investigate natural candidates for function ensembles that arecorrelation intractable in such a restricted sense.�Supported by the MINERVA Foundation, Germany. 1



The failure of pseudorandom functions. One natural candidate for restricted notions of cor-relation intractability is provided by pseudorandom function ensembles (as de�ned in [GGM84]).However, these ensembles fail (w.r.t correlation intractability) because no \security" is guaranteedw.r.t adversaries that are given the function's description (i.e., s). Speci�cally, in general, pseu-dorandom function ensembles may not be correlation intractable w.r.t some very simple relations(e.g., R0 = f(x; 0jxj) : x 2 f0; 1g�g): The reason being that any pseudorandom function ensembleffsg can be modi�ed into a pseudorandom function ensemble ff 0r;sg such that f 0r;s(x) = 0jxj if x = rand f 0r;s(x) = fs(x) otherwise.The failure of the GGM construction. Our aim is to show that a speci�c (natural) construc-tion of pseudorandom functions (based on pseudorandom generators) fails w.r.t a simple relation(i.e., R0). Speci�cally, we refer to the construction of pseudorandom functions due to Goldreich,Goldwasser and Micali [GGM84]. Recall that in their construction, hereafter referred to as the GGMconstruction, a function fs : f0; 1g`(jsj) ! f0; 1gjsj is de�ne based on a pseudorandom generator Gsuch that fs(x) def= Gx`(Gx`�1(� � �Gx1(s) � � �)) (2)where G(z) = G0(z)G1(z), ` def= `(jsj), and x = x1 � � � x` 2 f0; 1g`. A length preserving version offs is obtained by considering only the `(jsj)-bit long pre�x of fs(x). Our main result is:Theorem 1 If there exists pseudorandom generators then there exists a pseudorandom generatorG such that the function ensemble resulting from applying Eq. (2) to G is not correlation intractablewith respect to the relation R0 = f(x; 0jxj) : x 2 f0; 1g�g.That is, although the resulting function ensemble is pseudorandom (cf. [GGM84]), given the de-scription s of a function in the ensemble, one can �nd in polynomial-time an input x such thatfs(x) = 0jxj. The result can be easily extended to hitting other relations.Proof of Theorem 1MotivationThe underlying idea is that 0` is likely to have a preimage under fs, and that for a carefullyconstructed G this preimage is easy to �nd given s. Intuitively, G is constructed such that eitherG0(s) or G1(s) is likely to have a longer all-zero pre�x than s, and it is always the case that eitherG0(s) or G1(s) has an all-zero pre�x that is at least as long as the one in s.For t = 0; :::; n � 1, let St def= f0t1 :  2 f0; 1gn�(t+1)g be the set of n-bit long strings havinga (maximal) all-zero pre�x of length t. Let Pt be the set of strings �� 2 f0; 1g2n such that�; � 2 [ti=0Si and either � 2 St or � 2 St. That is,Pt def= n�� : �; �2([ti=0Si) ^ (�2St _ �2St)o (3)= n�� : (�; �2St) _ ��2St ^ �2[t�1i=0Si� _ ��2[t�1i=0Si ^ �2St�o (4)Our aim is to construct a pseudorandom generator G such that for every t � ` and � 2 St itholds that G(�) 2 [i�tPi, and for a constant fraction of � 2 St it holds that G(�) 2 [i�t+1Pi.Intuitively, given s� def= s we may �nd an x = x1 � � � x` such that fs(x) has a all-zero pre�x of length
(`), by iteratively inspecting both parts of G(sx1���xi) for the current sx1���xi and setting xi+1 suchthat sx1���xixi+1 def= Gxi+1(sx1���xi) is the part with a longer all-zero pre�x.2



An abstract constructionTo implement and analyze the above idea, we �rst introduce a random process � : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g2nwith the intention of satisfying the following three properties:1. �(Un) � U2n, where Um denotes the uniform distribution on f0; 1gm.2. For every t � ` and � 2 St, �(�) 2 [i�tPi.3. For every t � ` and � 2 St, Pr[�(�) 2 [i�t+1Pi] > c, where c > 0 is a universal constant.One natural way to de�ne � is to proceed in iterations, starting with t = 0. In each iteration, wemap seeds in St to outcomes in Pt until Pt gets enough probability mass, and map the residualprobability mass to [i�t+1Pi (�rst to Pt+1, next to Pt+2, etc). In order to satisfy Conditions 1and 2 above, it must hold that, for every t, the fraction of n-bit seeds residing in [ti=0Si must beis at least as big as the fraction of 2n-bit long outcomes in [ti=0Pi. In fact, to satisfy Condition 3the former must be su�ciently bigger than the latter. Actually, Condition 3 follows from the othertwo conditions.We now turn to the analysis of the desired process �. Let st def= Pr[Un 2 St] = 2�(t+1), andpt def= Pr[U2n 2 Pt]. By Eq. (3)-(4), pt = s2t + 2stPt�1i=0 si. The following technical claim will play akey role in our analysis.Claim 2 For every t � 0:1. Pti=0 pi = �Pti=0 si�2.2. Pti=0 si = 11�2�(t+1) �Pti=0 pi > �1 + 2�(t+1)� �Pti=0 pi.3. �t def= Pti=0 si �Pti=0 pi > 12 � pt+1. Furthermore, �t > �1� 2�t� � pt+1.Part 3 is not used in the actual analysis, and so its proof is moved to the Appendix.Proof: We �rst establish Part 1: tXi=0 pi = tXi=00@s2i + 2si i�1Xj=0 sj1A= Xi;j2f0;:::;tg sisj=  tXi=0 si!2Combining Part 1 and Pti=0 si = Pti=0 2�(i+1) = 1 � 2�(t+1), we get Pti=0 si = �1� 2�(t+1)��1 �Pti=0 pi. Part 2 follows (using (1� �)�1 > 1 + � for � > 0).Using Claim 2, it follows that by the time we get to deal with seeds in St (t � 1), we havealready spend a probability mass ofPt�1i=0 si�Pt�1i=0 pi > 12pt towards covering Pt. Thus, some seedsin St�1 are mapped to Pt (or to [i�tPi). The following claim implies that seeds in St�1 are actuallymapped to either Pt�1 or Pt (but never to [i>tPi).Claim 3 Pti=0 si =Pt+1i=0 pi � 2�(2t+4) <Pt+1i=0 pi3



Proof: Using Part 1 of Claim 2, we get:t+1Xi=0 pi =  t+1Xi=0 si!2= �1� 2�(t+2)�2= 1� 2�(t+1) + 2�(2t+4)= 2�(2t+4) + tXi=0 siDe�ning �. Given Claims 2 and 3, we explicitly de�ne the process �. On input � 2 S0, withprobability p0=s0 = 1=2, we output a uniformly selected element of P0, otherwise we output auniformly selected element of P1. For t � 1, on input � 2 St, we �rst compute �t�1 = Pt�1i=0 si �Pt�1i=0 pi. (Note that by Claims 2 and 3 it holds that 0 < �t�1 < pt, and pt ��t�1 = st ��t < stfollows.) With probability (pt ��t�1)=st, we output a uniformly selected element of Pt, otherwisewe output a uniformly selected element of Pt+1. Indeed, 0 < (pt � �t�1)=st < 1. Thus, � iswell-de�ned.Note that � can be implemented in probabilistic polynomial-time. Combining Claims 2 and 3,we get:Proposition 4 (� satis�es the desired properties):1. �(Un) � U2n, where Um denotes the uniform distribution on f0; 1gm.2. For every t � ` and � 2 St, �(�) 2 Pt [ Pt+1.3. For every t � ` and � 2 St, Pr[�(�) 2 Pt+1] � 1=2.Part 3 (which follows from Part 3 of Claim 2) is not used in the actual analysis and is only givenfor intuition.Proof: Part 2 is immediate by the construction. It is also clear that �(Un) is uniform over each ofthe Pt's. Thus, to prove Part 1 it su�ces to show that, for every t, it holds that Pr[�(Un) 2 Pt] = pt.For t = 0, indeed Pr[�(Un) 2 P0] = Pr[Un 2 S0] � Pr[�(Un) 2 P0jUn 2 S0]= s0 � p0s0 = p0For t � 1 (using ��1 def= 0 in case t = 1), we havePr[�(Un) 2 Pt] = Pr[Un 2 St] � Pr[�(Un) 2 PtjUn 2 St] + Pr[Un 2 St�1] � Pr[�(Un) 2 PtjUn 2 St�1]= st � pt ��t�1st + st�1 � �1� pt�1 ��t�2st�1 �= pt ��t�1 + st�1 � pt�1 +�t�2= pt 4



since �t�1 = �t�2 + st�1 � pt�1.Part 3 follows by noting that for every � 2 St (with t � 1),Pr[�(�) 2 Pt+1] = 1� pt ��t�1st= Pti=0 st �Pti=0 pist> (1� 2�t) � stst � 12where the strict inequality is due to �t > (1� 2�t) � 2�(t+1) = (1� 2�t) � st (see proof of Part 3 ofClaim 2). For � 2 S0, Pr[�(�) 2 P1] = 1� (p0=s0) = 1=2.The randomly-labeled tree: We consider a depth ` binary tree with nodes labeled by n-bitlong strings. The root is labeled with a uniformly selected string, and if a node is labeled with �then its children are labeled with the corresponding parts of �(�). (The root is said to be in level0 and the 2` leaves are in level `.)Using induction on i = 0; 1:::; ` (and relying on Part 1 of Proposition 4), it follows that thenodes at level i are assigned independent uniformly distributed labels. Speci�cally, suppose thatthe claim holds for level i, then using Part 1 of Proposition 4 the claim holds for level i+1. On theother hand, by Part 2 of Proposition 4, the labels along each path from the root to a leaf belongto Sj's such that the sequence of j is monotonically non-decreasing and increases by at most oneunit at each step.Now, on one hand, with probability s0 + s1 = 3=4 the (level 0) root has a label in S0 [ S1,whereas (on the other hand) with probability 1� (1� s`)2` = 1� (1� 2�(`+1))2` > 0:39 there existsa (level `) leaf with label in S`. We conclude that, with probability at least 0:39 � 0:25 = 0:14,the root has label in S0 [ S1 and there exist a leaf with a label in S`. Furthermore, due to themild-increasing property of the label sequence along each path, the ith intermediate node on thepath from the root to this leaf must have a label in Si [ Si+1.1 On the other hand, the expectednumber of level i nodes with label in Si [ Si+1 is 2i � (2�(i+1) + 2�(i+2)) = 3=4. Thus, except withexponentially vanishing probability, level i contains less than n nodes with label in Si [ Si+1. Tosummarize, with probability at least 0:13, the following good event holds:1. The root has label in S0 [ S1.2. There exist a leaf with a label in S`. Furthermore, the ith intermediate node on the pathfrom the root to this leaf has a label in Si [ Si+1.3. For every i � `, level i has at most n nodes that have a label in Si [ Si+1.The following search procedure is \geared towards" the above good event.The (ideal) search procedure: Starting at the root, proceed in a DFS-like manner accordingto the following rule: if the currently reached node is at level i and has a level not in Si [Si+1 thenbacktrack immediately else develop it according to the standard DFS-rule. If we ever reach a leafhaving a label in S` then the search is considered successful.1Recall that a node with label in Sj has children with labels in [j+1k=0Sk. cannot have a label in [i�1k=0Sk. Since theroot has label in S0 [ S1, each node at level i has a label in [i+1k=0Sk. Furthermore, since the speci�c leaf on the saidpath has a label in S`, the ith intermediate node on the said path cannot have a label in [i�1k=0Sk.5



Assuming that the good event holds, the search is successful. Furthermore, in this case thesearch has visited at most 2n nodes at each level (i.e., the children of parents that were DFS-developed), and so the complexity is bounded by O(` �n). In fact, the complexity analysis dependsonly on the third condition (in the de�nition of a good event), and thus holds except for withexponentially vanishing probability.The actual constructionRecall that we have given a probabilistic polynomial-time implementation of �. We now consider adeterministic polynomial-time algorithm �0 satisfying �0(�;Um) � �(�), wherem = poly(j�j). Us-ing suitable pseudorandom generators G0 (i.e., G0 : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1gm) and G00 (i.e., G00 : f0; 1gn !f0; 1g4n), we replace �0 : f0; 1gn+m ! f0; 1g2n by �00 : f0; 1gn+2n ! f0; 1g2�(n+2n) such that�00(�; r0r00) = ((�1; r1); (�2; r2)) (5)where (�1; �2) = �0(�;G0(r0)) and (r1; r2) = G00(r00) (6)That is, jr1j = jr2j = jr0r00j and jr0j = jr00j = j�j.Theorem 5 Let G def= �00. Then:1. G is a pseudorandom generator.2. Let ff 0s : f0; 1g`(jsj) ! f0; 1gjsjgs2f0;1g� be de�ned by applying Eq. (2) to G, and let fs :f0; 1g`(jsj) ! f0; 1g`(jsj) be de�ned by letting fs(x) equal the `(jsj)-bit long pre�x of f 0s(x).Then ffsgs2f0;1g� is not correlation intractable with respect to the relation R0 = f(x; 0jxj) :x 2 f0; 1g�g. That is, there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm that given auniformly distributed s 2 f0; 1gn, �nds with probability at least 1=10 a string x 2 f0; 1g`(jsj)such that fs(x) = 0`(jsj).Theorem 1 follows.Proof: In order to prove Part 1 we �rst observe that �0(Un; Um) � U2n. Letting Un; U 0n; U 00n denoteindependent random variables each uniformly distributed in f0; 1gn, we recall that �00(Un; U 0nU 00n) =((Z1; R1); (Zn; Rn)), where (Z1; Z2) def= �0(Un; G0(U 0n)) and (R1; R2) def= G00(U 00n). Thus, �00(Un; U 0nU 00n)is computationally indistinguishable from ((Z 01; R01); (Z 0n; R0n)), where (Z 01; Z 02) def= �0(Un; Um) and(R01; R02) is uniformly distributed over f0; 1g2n�f0; 1g2n. It follows that G(U3n) � �00(Un; U 0nU 00n) iscomputationally indistinguishable from ((U 0n; U 02n); (U 00n ; U 002n)). SinceG is computable in polynomial-time, and jG(U3n)j = 6n, Part 1 follows.In order to prove Part 2, we consider an algorithm that on input s 2 f0; 1g3n invokes the idealsearch procedure described above, providing it with labels of an imaginary depth ` = `(n) binarytree as follows. The label of the root is the n-bit long pre�x of s, and the 2n-bit long su�x is calledthe secret of the root. If an internal node has label � 2 f0; 1gn and secret s0s00 2 f0; 1g2n thenits children will have labels corresponding to the two n-bit long parts of �0(�;G0(s0)) and secretscorresponding to the two 2n-bit long parts of G00(s00). We stress that the search procedure is onlygiven the labels of nodes (at its request), but it is not given the nodes' secrets. Note that the wayin which we label the nodes corresponds to the way the function ensemble ffsg is de�ned (usingG = �00).Recall that the search procedure succeeds with probability at least 0:13 on the randomly-labeltree, called the ideal setting, where the children of a node labeled by � are assigned labels that6



corresponding to the two n-bit long parts of �0(�;Um). Our aim is to show that approximatelythe same must occur in the real setting described above, where the tree is labeled according to�00 (or, equivalently, according to �0(�; G0(�)) and G00(�)). To prove this claim, consider a hybridsetting in which all nodes are associated uniformly distributed secrets (rather than secrets derivedby applying G00 to the second part of their parent's secret), and the children of a node labeled by �are assigned labels that corresponding to the two n-bit long parts of �0(�;G0(s0)), where s0 is the�rst part of the parent's secret (and the second part is never used). We observe that:1. The success probability of the search in the ideal setting is approximately the same as itssuccess in the hybrid setting.Otherwise, we derive a contradiction to the hypothesis that G0 is a pseudorandom generator.Speci�cally, we will show how to distinguish n � ` samples of the distribution G0(Un) from n � `samples of the distribution Um. Given a sequence of samples, we run the search procedurewhile feeding it with labels generated on-the-y as follows.� The root is assigned a uniformly distributed label, and labels that were assigned to nodesare used whenever the node is visited.� When reaching a node (e.g., the root) for the �rst time, we assign labels to its childrenby using the next unused sample. Speci�cally, if the new node has label � 2 f0; 1gnand the next sample in the input sequence is s0 2 f0; 1gm then we assign its children (aslabels) the corresponding parts of �0(�; s0) 2 f0; 1g2n.Note that when the input sequence is taken from Um, the above describes the ideal setting,whereas when the input sequence is taken from G0(Un) we get the hybrid setting.2. The success probability of the search in the real setting is approximately the same as itssuccess in the hybrid setting.Otherwise, we derive a contradiction to the hypothesis that G00 is a pseudorandom generatorby considering ` additional hybrid settings. For i = 1; :::; `, the ith hybrid (or i-hybrid) consistsof running the search feeding it with labels generated on-the-y as follows. The label of anode al level j < i is generated as in the hybrid setting; that is, these nodes are assigneduniformly distributed secrets (and the children of such a node labeled by � are assigned labelsthat corresponding to the two n-bit long parts of �0(�;G0(s0)), where s0 is the �rst part of theparent's secret). On the other hand, the label of a node al level j � i is generated as in thereal setting; that is, these nodes are assigned secrets that are derived from the second partof their parent's secret (and are assigned labels exactly as in case j < i). That is, if a nodeat level j � 1 has secret s0s00 then is children are always labeled according to �0(�;G0(s0)),whereas the secrets that they are assigned are either uniformly distributed or derived fromG00(s00) depending on whether j < i or j � i. Note that the `-hybrid corresponds to the hybridsetting, whereas the 1-hybrid corresponds to the real setting. Thus, it su�ces to show that forevery i 2 f1; :::; `� 1g, the i-hybrid and (i+1)-hybrid are computationally indistinguishable.This is shown by using a potential distinguisher to violate the pseudorandomness of G00.Given a distinguisher of the i-hybrid and (i+1)-hybrid, we will show how to distinguish n � `samples of the distribution G00(Un) from n � ` samples of the distribution U4n. Speci�cally,given a sequence of samples, we run the search procedure while feeding it with secrets andlabels generated on-the-y as follows. When required to provide a label to a newly visitednode we always provide the label according to �0(�;G0(s0)), where s0 is the �rst part of theparent's secret (and � is the parent's label). The important issue is the generation of secrets:7



� Nodes at level j � i are assigned uniformly distributed secrets.� Nodes at level j � i+ 2 are assigned secrets according to G00(s00) where s00 is the secondpart of their parent's secret.� Nodes at level i + 1 are assigned secrets (on the y) that equal the corresponding partof the next unused sample in the input sequence; that is, when a node at level i is�rst visited, its two children are assigned secrets according to the two parts of the nextunused sample.Note that when the input sequence is taken from U4n, the above describes the (i+1)-hybrid,whereas when the input sequence is taken from G00(Un) we get the i-hybrid (although thesecrets at level i + 1 do not �t the second part of the secrets at level i but rather a re-randomization of the latter).Combining the above two observations, we conclude that in the real setting the search procedureis successful with probability at least 0:1. Using the correspondence of the real setting to an attackon the function ensemble ffsg, Part 2 (and so the entire theorem) follows.AcknowledgmentsThe question was originally posed by Silvio Micali (in the early 1990's if I recall correctly), andre-posed by Boaz Barak in Summer 2001. I am grateful to both of them.References[CGH98] R. Canetti, O. Goldreich and S. Halevi. The Random Oracle Methodology, Revisited.In 30th STOC, pages 209{218, 1998.[GGM84] O. Goldreich, S. Goldwasser, and S. Micali. How to Construct Random Functions.JACM, Vol. 33, No. 4, pages 792{807, 1986.
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AppendixProof of Part 3 of Claim 2: Using Part 2, we havetXi=0 si � tXi=0 pi > 2�(t+1) � tXi=0 pi= 2�(t+1) �  tXi=0 si!2= 2�(t+1) � �1� 2�(t+1)�2> 2�(t+1) � �1� 2�t�On the other hand, pt+1 = s2t+1 + 2st+1 tXi=0 si= st+1 �  st+1 + 2 tXi=0 si!= 2�(t+2) � �2�(t+2) + 2 � �1� 2�(t+1)��= 2�(t+1) � �1� 2�(t+1) + 2�(t+3)�= 2�(t+1) � �1� 38 � 2�t�Thus, �t = tXi=0 si � tXi=0 pi > 2�(t+1) � (1� 2�t)2�(t+1) � (1� 38 � 2�t) � pt+1= 1� 2�t1� 38 � 2�t � pt+1=  1� 58 � 2�t1� 38 � 2�t! � pt+1>  1� 58 � 2�t1� 38 ! � pt+1= �1� 2�t� � pt+1Thus, �t > 12pt+1, provided t � 1. For t = 0, we note that �0 = s0 � p0 = 12 � 14 = 14 whereasp1 = 516 and so �0 = 45 � p1. Part 3 follows.
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